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COURTNEY WIMMER 
Confidence Interval Estimation of a Binomial Proportion When No Successes Are Observed 
(Under the direction of STEPHEN LOONEY PhD) 

Confidence interval estimation for a binomial proportion is a long debated topic, resulting 

in a wide range of exact and approximate methods. Many of these methods perform quite poorly 

when the number of observed successes in a sample of size n is zero. In this case, the main 

objective of the investigator is usually to obtain an upper bound, i.e., the upper limit of a one-

sided confidence interval. Traditional notions of expected interval length and coverage 

probability are not applicable in this situation. In this paper we use observed interval length and 

p-confidence to evaluate nine confidence interval methods for a binomial proportion. We also 

consider approximate sample sizes needed to achieve various upper bounds near the zero 

boundary. We show that many popular approximation methods perform poorly based on these 

criteria and conclude that the-exact method has superior performance in terms of interval length 

and p-confidence. 

INDEX WORDS: Approximate Methods, Binomial Parameter, Exact Methods, 
Observed Interval Length, P-Confidence, Zero Successes. 
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CHAPTER! 
Introduction 

One of the most basic and widely used estimates in statistical inference is the 

confidence interval (CI). Rather than estimating an unknown parameter by a point 

estimate, a confidence interval gives a range of values likely to include the true value of 

the parameter. Confidence intervals are used to indicate the precision of an estimate and 

the confidence coefficient depicts how likely the interval is to contain the true value of 

the population parameter. In recent years, many medical journals have shifted away from 

p-values and moved towards requiring confidence intervals because of the serious 

limitation of information offered by hypothesis testing. Confidence intervals, like point 

estimates, are easily interpretable because they are on the same scale of measurement as 

the data. The,p-value however is not on the same scale as the parameter and its meaning 

is often misunderstood and misinterpreted. P-values do not give information about the 

range of plausible parameter values and no information on the result's precision. In recent 

medical journals (Acta Prediatrica 2008; World Journal of Surgery 2005) the conclusion 

was made that it was good practice for authors of research articles to report Cis with their 

point estimates instead of just p-values, as p-values are less informative and convey no 

information on clinical importance. It was also reported that confidence intervals are 

useful for avoiding misinterpretation of non-significant results and should be provided for 

main results of clinical trials and observational studies. 

1 
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In medical research it is not uncommon to observe zero "successes" in a sample 

of size n; for example, when assessing the performance of diagnostic tests (Louis 1981 ). 

Several studies have been published where no "successes" were observed (Behrendt and 

Ruiz 2005; Dunning eta!. 2001; Gudipudi eta!. 2008; and Thiel eta!. 2007). The basis 

for our study and the need for a new method or improvement on an existing one was 

motivated by a recent research project at The Medical College of Georgia School of 

Dentistry. Because dental devices emit electromagnetic energy, dental patients with 

implanted biotechnological devices can be at risk for adverse events relating to the 

functioning of their implants. The implant of interest was a neurostimulator (NS) device 

commonly used to relieve various types of pain including: spinal axial pain, ischemic 

limb pain, certain anginal pain syndromes, and chronic diabetic neuropathic pain. The 

purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of electromagnetic interference on a 

neurostimulating device during the operation of three dental devices: the electric pulp 

tester (EPT), the apex locator, and the electrocautery unit. The investigators looked at the 

number of times the dental device damaged the NS device in different tissues, but no 

damage to the implant was ever observed. Therefore, the investigators were faced with a 

challenge in estimating the probability of damaging a NS device when observing zero 

adverse events in a finite sample. 

One approach to estimating the probability of a rare event is to use a one-sided 

(upper) confidence interval. A one-sided confidence interval places an upper or lower 

bound on the value of a parameter with a specified level of confidence. The use of one

tailed hypothesis testing is often criticized because it "cuts your p-value in half," making 
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it easier to reject the null hypothesis. However, sometimes the primary interest of the 

investigator is to obtain only the the upper limit of a confidence interval because the 

population value of the proportion is thought to be small. In this case, hypothesis testing 

is of secondary interest and thus the argument against a one-sided hypothesis test is not 

particularly relevant. For example, Roberts et al. (2002, 2008) used one-sided confidence 

intervals to place an upper limit on the probability of damaging biotechnological devices 

with electromagnetic inference in the dental setting. One-sided confidence intervals also 

have practical applications in quality control (Montgomery 2001 ). 

The binomial is arguably one of the simplest and most frequently used 

distributions in statistics. However, the problem of constructing confidence intervals for 

this distribution has been a heavily debated topic. There have been several methods 

proposed as to how to construct confidence intervals for the binomial proportion (e.g., 

Agresti and Coulll998; Blyth and Stilll983; Brown et al. 2001; Louis 1981; and 

Pearson and Clopper 1934), some of these dating back to the early 1900's. Although what 

intuitively seems like a simple problem, it is really much more complicated due to the 

discrete nature of the binomial distribution. The problem stems from the :fiuite number of 

possible outcomes for a random variable having a binomial distribution. Let p be the 

estimated proportion of success, where p is defined on the interval [0, 1] and let x be the 

observed number of successes. For a given sample size n we can estimate the true 

proportion of success, 11:, by p = ~. For a given n, p can only take on a fmite number of 
n 

values because X can only take on a countable number of values from 0, ... , n. Thus we 
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can see that the cardinality of the sample space plays an important role in estimating 71:. 

Moreover as the sample size becomes smaller, there are fewer possible values for p, 

which can complicate one's ability to calculate a confidence interval. Many methods rely 

on large sample theory and the use of an unbiased estimator of 1r: to approximate the 

binomial distribution with an asymptotic normal distribution. Unfortunately when n is 

small or 1t is near 0 or I, this approximation may be quite poor. Another shortcoming for 

binomial confidence intervals is poor coverage probability when the proportion of 

successes in a sample is close to or equal to 0 or I. Many methods fail for this special 

case and offer absurd intervals with zero length or a negative lower bound for 1r. It is this 

situation that motivates the approach proposed in this paper. 

As previously stated, several methods for deriving a binomial confidence interval 

have been proposed and some of them have been shown to perform very poorly when the 

observed proportion of success is zero. Therefore, we only focus on estimates that have 

previously been shown to perform reasonably under this condition (Agresti and Coull 

1998; Blythe and Still1983; Borkowf2005; Brown et al. 2001; Newcombe 1998). In this 

paper, we consider a confidence interval based on inverting a commonly used method of 

hypothesis testing for the binomial, the exact test with a mid-p correction. This approach 

yields a closed-form expression for the upper bound of a one-sided confidence interval 

when no successes are observed in the sample. We compare our method with other 

methods using observed interval length, p-confidence, and p-bias (Vos and Hudson 
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2005). We also consider sample size determination when the primary goal of the study is 

to find an accurate upper bound for the true binomial proportion and no successes are 

observed in the sample. 



CHAPTER2 
Theoretical Background 

2.1 The Binomial Distribution 

The binomial distribution is a discrete probability distribution involving two 

parameters, the number of independent trials, n, and the probability of a successful event, 

1t. The outcome event is a dichotomous response of "success" or "failure". Furthermore, 

the probability of a "success" is assumed to be independent from each trial to the next. 

The probability density function of a random variable X with a binomial distribution with 

parameters n and 1t is given by: 

Pr(X=x) n! z'(l-:1z)n-' 
x!(n-x)! 

where x=0,1,2, ... ,n and 0~7!"~1 

The binomial distribution has some interesting properties. It is always symmetric when 

=.50 but for a fixed n can become very skewed as 1r approaches 0 or I (Agresti 2007). 

It can be accurately approximated by a normal distribution with mean J.l = mr and 

standard deviation a-= ..}nz(l-n) when nn;;: 5 and n(l-z);;: 5 (Agresti 2007). It can 

also be approximated by the Poisson distribution with mean 'A=mr, however, textbooks 

vary on what conditions need to be met for this approximation to be valid. 

6 
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2.2 The Binomial Confidence Interval 

The usual binomial confidence interval uses the estimated proportion of success, 

p, from the sample and allows for sampling error. Due to the discrete nature of the 

binomial distribution, deriving an upper confidence limit is not as intuitive as one might 

think. There are several methods that aim to produce upper 100(1-a.)% confidence limits 

for the value of 1t. However many of these methods have been criticized for not being 

able to maintain their stated confidence level or for being overly conservative. Both exact 

and approximate binomial confidence intervals will be considered in this paper. 

2.3 Approximate Upper Confidence Limits for 1t 

2.3.1 The Wald Method 

The Wald interval is based on the normal approximation to the binomial 

distribution, where a 100(1-a.)% upper confidence limit is given by: 

where p is the observed proportion of success, n is the sample size, and Z1_a is the 

standard normal deviate associated with an upper-tailed probability of a. The two-sided 

version of this interval is by far the most commonly taught and used confidence 
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interval for a binomial parameter, first proposed by Laplace in 1812. Even today, almost 

200 years later, its popularity in everyday statistical computation is unmatched by any 

other method. However, it is widely recognized that the Wald Interval performs poorly 

under various conditions. Several authors (Agresti and Coull 2001; Casaella 2001; 

Corcoran and Mehta 2001; Ghosh 2001; and Santner 2001) agreed and praised Brown, 

Cai and DasGupta (200 1) on their work in demonstrating the severe problems associated 

with the standard two-sided Wald interval. Other authors also remarked on why the Wald 

interval consistently fails (Blyth and Still1983; Newcombe 1998; Vollset 1993). One of 

the many shortcomings of the Wald interval that many of these papers discuss is the poor 

coverage probability near the boundaries; however, Agresti & Coull (1998), Brown et al. 

(2001), and Vollset (1993) showed that coverage can also be erratic whenp is not near 

the boundaries. When p = 0, the Wald interval is (0, 0) for any confidence coefficient 

level 0 < 1- a. < 1. This interval has zero length and is obviously uninformative. 

Due to the degenerate behavior of the Wald interval for the case when x = 0, one 

can consider applying a continuity correction to the standard error. This adjustment 

provides a meaningful estimate for the upper bound of a confidence limit. The continuity 

corrected interval is given by: 

+z p(l- p) +_!_ 
P l-a 

n 2n 

In the case where zero successes are observed, the upper 100(1-a.) % confidence limit 

reduces to: 
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The continuity correction avoids degeneracy and improves the coverage as compared to 

its unadjusted counterpart; however, it tends to "overshoot" and become conservative 

despite the adjustment (Newcombe 1998). It was further noted by Newcombe (1998) that 

both the Wald interval and the adjusted Wald interval "should no longer be accepted for 

scientific literature". However, because the Wald interval is the primary method taught in 

introductory statistics courses, we feel the need to include it as a method for comparison. 

2.3.2 The Agresti-Coull Method, Adding Two Successes and Two Failures to the Wald 

Interval 

Agresti and Coull (1998) proposed a modification to the standard Wald interval. 

Their aim was to improve its coverage probability and provide a simple adjustment that 

would be easily understood and implemented in elementary statistics courses. Their 

solution was to add two successes and two failures to the sample so that the "adjusted 

Wald" 100(1-a)% upper confidence limit is now: 

They showed that this adjustment turns the general Wald interval from "highly liberal to 

slightly conservative". This "adjusted Wald" interval did not have spikes oflow coverage 

near the boundaries where p was close to 0 or I, making it a good candidate for the focus 

of our paper. However, Brown et. al (2001) showed that the Agresti-Coull interval is very 

conservative for 1C near the boundaries. This interval does provide a major advantage in 
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that it is very easy to compute and does not require one to solve complex equations. For a 

one-sided interval where x=O, the upper limit of the Agresti-Coull interval reduces to: 

2 
--+Zl-a 
n+4 n 

2.3.4 Wilson's "Score" Interval 

Wilson (1927) proposed a simple approach to constructing a binomial confidence 

interval. It is a similar approach to the asymptotic Wald method; however; it is based on 

inverting the score test of the null hypothesis H. : 1r = 7r0 • It is comparable to the Wald 

interval except that the asymptotic variance is based on the hypothesized null value 1r0 

and not the observed proportion of success p. The pivotal quantity used to construct the 

confidence interval is: 

Z= (p-7ro)-/n 

~7ro (1-7ro) 

The one-sided 100(1-a)% upper confidence limit is given by: 

This reduces to the following !-sided interval when zero successes are observed: 

z2 
(0, w) where w = •~ 

n+Z2 

·~ 
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It is easy to see that this interval incorporates a weighted estimate that uses information 

from the sample and an uninformative prior for ;r with mean Yz (Oliver 2006). 

Newcombe (1998) showed that this method results in good symmetry of coverage for a 2-

sided interval. It is convenient in that it offers a closed form expression for the upper 

confidence limit. Brown et al. (2001) showed that Wilson's interval had spikes of 

coverage probability for 11: near the boundaries and was always a subinterval of the 

Agresti-Coull interval for a two-sided interval. However, Cai (2004) showed that the one-

sided "score" interval did not perform as well due to the issue of probability matching 

(Gosh 2001) and caused a serious systematic bias in the coverage probability and 

expected length. 

Wilson's interval fails to maintain its pre-specified 1-a. nominal confidence 

coefficient under all conditions (Casella, 2001). Therefore, Casella recommended 

applying the standard "continuity correction" to the Wilson interval, resulting in an 

improved interval that maintains its nominal level. When x=O, the upper confidence limit 

for a (1-a.) confidence coefficient reduces to: 

.5+ Zi_a +Z .5- .25 + Zi-a 
2 l-a n 4 

Blyth and Still (1983) made a similar recommendation and showed that better coverage 

probabilities when x = 0 could be obtained using a continuity correction. They showed 

that coverage probabilities of .859 and .914 were obtained using their modification for 

.95 and .99 confidence coefficients, respectively. However, this coverage can only be 

attained for sufficiently large n. It is further suggested by Blyth and Still (1983) that an 
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easier modification may just as well be made for the case when there are zero successes 

I 

observed. They suggested replacing the lower limit by zero and the upper limit byl-a", 

which is the upper limit of the exact confidence interval (see section 2.4.1). 

2.3.5 Poisson Approximation 

The binomial distribution with large n and smalln can be approximated by the 

Poisson distribution with parameter 'A=mr:. The probability mass function of the Poisson 

distribution is given by: 

Pr(x =x)=e-"''(mr:)', 012 dO< <I .or x = , , , ... an _ 1r _ 
x! 

The approximate Poisson upper I 00(1-u)% confidence limit for n based on a binomial 

sample with n trials and x "successes", denoted Pu , is given by: 

Leemis and Trivedi (1996) showed that the Poisson approximation is superior to the 

normal approximation when n is very close to zero. Brown eta!. (2001) suggest that to 

overcome the downward spike in coverage probability for Wilson intervals when n is 

close to 0 or 1 one should use a one-sided Poisson approximation. For x = 0, the Poisson 

approximation gives an upper bound for n by solving: 
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e-mr =a 

which yields a one-sided 100(1 -a)% confidence interval of: 

2.4 Exact Upper Confidence Limits for :n: 

2.4.1 Pearson-Clapper "Exact" Method 

Pearson and Clopper (1934) derived and gave the first tables for what they called 

the 'exact' method for constructing binomial confidence intervals. This method is 

different from the normal approximation-based methods in that it is the inversion of the 

exact equal-tail binomial hypothesis test. Therefore, it depends on the binomial 

distribution and not some approximation to it. This method uses the exact aggregate tail 

areas such that given that X= x is the observed number of successes with stated 

confidence coefficient of 1 - a, the upper limit of an exact one-sided interval can be found 

by solving for 7ru in the following equation: 

L• n! k (! )n-k -:-:--:--'---:-----,n - 7r - a 
k=O k!(n-k)! u u -

This method has often been regarded as overly conservative, especially when n is small, 

because of the discrete nature of the binomial distribution. The interval always maintains 

its coverage probability at or above the stated nominal confidence coefficientl-a for all 

values of :n: where 0 < :n: < 1. The tail probabilities can be calculated using iteration, 
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numerical methods or tables, but as n becomes increasing large, some of these methods 

are computationally intensive. Blyth (1986) and Hald (1952) developed a quicker 

numerical method for determining the upper bound of the 'exact' confidence interval for 

11: using the F -distribution. The 1-a quantile of the beta distribution can also be used to 

derive an upper confidence limit The exact method provides an upper limit for the 

confidence interval when x = 0 successes are observed by solving for the population 

binomial parameter, 7t• , in the following equation: 

(l-7t.)" =a 

I 

7t =1-a" u 

which yields an exact one-sided confidence interval of ( 0,1- a~ J . It was noted by 

I 

Louis (1981) that 1-a" is "exactly the 95% Bayesian prediction interval based on a 

uniform prior distribution for rr". Wang (2004) concluded that the Clapper-Pearson one-

sided interval was superior to all other intervals that he considered based on it being the 

uniformly most accurate, and having the uniformly minimum expected length. 

2.4.2 Mid-P Correction 

Due to the possible overly conservative nature of the Pearson-Clapper method, it 

is often disregarded. However, some authors do not consider the conservative nature of 

this interval to be a problem (e.g. Corcoran and Mehta 2001). The mid-p correction 
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(Lancaster 1961) can be used to help overcome the possibly extreme conservatism of the 

Pearson-Clopper 'exact' method. In general, this approach involves subtracting half the 

point probability of the observed value of the test statistic from the upper-tailed p-value. 

Agresti (2007) recommends "inverting the binomial test using the mid-P value" as the 

preferred method of finding a two-sided confidence interval for the binomial proportion. 

After comparing several methods, Newcombe (1998) concluded that the mid-p binomial-

based method was "highly'' desirable and showed that its coverage probability always fell 

in ranges very close to the nominal confidence coefficient. The derivation of the upper 

confidence limit based on the mid-p value is as follows: 

Exact p-value = Pr(X ::> 0 I n, 71"
0

) 

=Pr(X =01 n,7r
0

) 

=(1-71".)" 

Mid-p Value= (1-71".)" _.!_Pr(X = 0 I n,7r
0

) 

2 

Accept H0 : 7Z" ~ 71"
0 

if and only if 

I 

~ (1-71"0 )" >a <=> 71"0 <l-(2a)" 

which yields an one-sided interval of 
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( O,l-(2a)~) 

For the purposes of this paper, we will refer to this approach as the "Mid-P adjusted 

Pearson-Clapper" 1-sided interval. Brown et al. (2001) showed that the upper limit of the 

two-sided mid-P adjusted Pearson-Clapper interval over most ofthe values of 1t is very 

similar to the upper limit of the equal-tailed Jefferys interval (see section 2.5.3). 

2.5 Other Proposed Methods when Observing Zero Successes 

2.5.1 The Rule of 3 

Hanley and Lippman-Hand (1983) proposed to use what they called "the rule of 

three" when you observe zero successes in a sample of size n. This method estimates the 

upper bound of a 95% confidence interval as 3/n. This upper bound was motivated by 

what Hanley and Lippman-Hand referred to as "worst case scenario". However, 3/n also 

has an important mathematical basis. It is approximately equal to the first order Taylor 

I 

series expansion of a• . Similarly there is a Bayesian "Rule of 3" which estimates the 

upper bound as 3/(n+b) using aBeta(l,b) prior where b 2: 1 (Jovanovic and Levy 1997). 

We consider only the "rule of three" upper limit 3/n in this paper. 

2.5.2 The Single Augmentation with an Imaginary Failure or Success (SAIFS) Method 

Borkowf (2006) introduced a method to improve the standard Wald interval that 

is similar to the method proposed by Agresti and Coull (1998). His method adds only one 

imaginary success or failure. When zero success occur in a sample of size n, the SAIFS 
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method gives an upper bound of (I+ 21-"'). Borkowf also showed that this method could 
n+I 

improve coverage probabilities by replacing the Z1_., quantile with a t1_., quantile with n-

1 degrees of freedom. 

2.5.3 The Jejforys Interval 

The Jefferys confidence interval for a binomial proportion is a popular Bayesian 

method that uses a non-informative Jefferys prior ofBeta(5, .5). This interval shows 

good coverage probability except for 1t near the boundaries. To overcome this limitation, 

Brown eta!. (2001) suggest using a modified Jeffery interval where the upper limit is 

1 

replaced byl-a". Since this is the exact binomial upper bound, the Jeffery intervitl will 

not be considered further. 

2.6 An Illustrative Example 

Referring back to the study that motivated this paper (Roberts eta!. 2008), the 

investigators looked at the number of times a dental device damaged the NS device in 

different tissues. However, no damage to the NS implant was ever observed in a sample 

of size 70. Below is a table of observed interval lengths calculated using various methods 

with a sample size of n = 70 and .95 confidence coefficient when no successes are 

observed: 
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Table 1: Observed Interval Length for Nine Methods when x=O, n=70, a =.05. 

Method Formula for Upper Limit Interval Length 

Continuity- z1-a~ (0,.13903) .13903 Corrected W aid 

z2 

Wilson ·-n+Z2 (0, .05453) .05453 
1-a 

Continuity- 5 z;:a z .5- .25 + z1:a 
· +Z+ 1-a~ (0, .04269) .04269 Corrected Wilson n 4 

n+Z~-a 

Agresti-Coull 2 (n~4)(r- n~4) (0, .05891) .05891 
--+Z1-a~ 
n+4 n 

Poisson -In( a) 
(0, .04280) .04280 

Approximation n 

1 
Exact 1-(a)" (0, .04189) .04189 

1 
Mid-P l-(2a)" (0, .03236) .03236 

Ruleof3 3/n (0, .04286) .04286 

SAIFS (I+ (n-1.1-a) (0, .03756) .03756 
n+l 



CHAPTER3 
Materials and Methods 

3.1 Confidence Interval Evaluation Criteria 

In this paper, we use 3 different criteria to evaluate the different methods for 

constructing an upper one-sided binomial confidence interval: observed interval length, 

p-bias, and p-confidence (Vos and Hudson 2005). Commonly used methods such as 

coverage probability and expected length are not relevant for this paper because they are 

a not a function of the observed data This paper specifically addresses the case when the 

data have already been observed and the value ofx is known to be zero. Observed 

interval length is calculated by subtracting the lower bound of the confidence interval 

from the upper bound. Since we are only interested in estimating an upper limit and the 

lower limit is zero, the interval length is simply the value of the upper bound. Naturally 

one would want a shorter confidence interval because it provides less uncertainty about 

the value of the unknown parameter that one is trying to estimate. However if the interval 

is too short, it can exclude the true value of 1t. In general, however, we will consider 

shorter interval length to be preferable. 

Two additional criteria we consider are p-confidence and p-bias (V os and Hudson 

2005). In general, both p-confidence and p-bias are defined for the binomial in terms of 

the equal-tail p-value function using the binomial distribution and the observed number 

of successes. Since the data have already been observed, the p-value offers an 

19 
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intuitive interpretation of the data that is not obtained from coverage probability. The 

standard equal-tail p-value function is given by: 

P(1Z",X)=min{2Pr(X<:!xln") ,2Pr(X~xl11"), 1} 

In the upper-tailed case, when x=O, this reduces to a function of the parameter of 1t only: 

P(11",0) = Pr(X = 0 I"') 

The p-confidence of an interval I(x) is: 

c.(I(x),x) = (1- sup P(1Z",x))x100% 
tr'!l(x) 

When x=O, this becomes: 

c.(/(0),0)=(1- sup P(1Z",o))x100% 
n<!/(0) 

=(1- sup Pr(X=011Z"))x100% 
K<f(O) 

= 1-(1-11".)" x100% 

where "'• = the upper bound of the 100 (1- a)% confidence interval. 

Vos and Husdon (2005) give an excellent interpretation of p-confidence: since x 

is fixed, "p-confidence can be considered a measurement of how large the associated p-

values are with values outside of the confidence interval. If we are interpreting a 
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confidence interval as the inversion of a hypothesis test, then the values outside a good 

approximate confidence interval should be no larger than a where (1-a)xlOO% is the 

confidence level". 

The final method of evaluation we consider is p-bias. Similar to p-confidence, p-

bias is the difference in p-values associated with values of 1t outside of the interval and p-

values associated with values of 1t inside the interval. P-bias is defined as: 

b(I(x),x)=max{O, sup P(7r,x)- inf P(7r,x)}xl00% 
nd(x) ;rel(.r) 

For an upper-tailed interval with x = 0, 

b(I(O),O)=max{O, sup P(7r,O)- inf P(7r,O)}xl00% 
;rd(O) ;rel(O) 

=max{O, sup Pr(x=017r)- inf Pr(x=OI7r)}xl00% 
;r~;r(O) Ken{O) 

=max {0,[(1-7l"u)" -(l-7l"u)"l} xlOO% 

=0 

Since P(7r,x) is continuous in 1t for each value ofx and P(7r,x) is monotone decreasing 

in 1t, the sup P(7r,x) and inf P(7r,x) both occur at the upper limit, 7!"", of the confidence 
g<f(x) nel(x) 

interval. Therefore, in the case of a one-sided interval for a binomial parameter when 

x = 0, the p-bias is always zero and hence uninformative. Because of this, we have 

chosen not to evaluate the 9 methods of interval estimation using p-bias. 
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3.2 Acceptability Limits 

To assist us in determining if the p-confidence for a confidence interval procedure 

differs in any meaningful way from the nominal 1 00(1- o.)% confidence level, we used 

the following guideline proposed by Bradley (1978): if the p-confidence differs from the 

nominal level by no more than a /2, we conclude that the p-confidence for that procedure 

is within acceptable limits. If the p-confidence differs by more than o. /2 from the nominal 

level (either above or below), we conclude that the p-confidence for that method is not 

acceptable. Thus, for a 90% confidence interval, the p-confidence for a confidence 

interval procedure must be between 85% and 95% to be acceptable; for 95% and 99% 

confidence intervals, these limits are 92.5% to 97.5% and 98.5% to 99.5%, respectively. 

3.3 Methods of Confidence Interval Estimation to be Compared 

In this paper we compare 9 methods for calculating the upper bound of a 

confidence interval for a binomial parameter, n, when zero successes are observed. The 9 

methods will be compared in terms of observed interval length and p-confidence. The 

methods we will compare are: (1) the continuity-corrected Wald interval (Wald-CC), (2) 

the Wilson or score interval (W), (3) the continuity-corrected Wilson interval (W-C), (4) 

the Agresti-Coull interval (A-C), (5) the Poisson approximation interval (P), (6) the 

Pearson-Clopper exact interval (P-C), (7) the rnid-p Pearson-Clapper interval (M-P), (8) 

the rule of 3 interval (R), and (9) the SAIFS interval. We will compare these methods 

using the sample sizes n= 5(1)10(5)50(10)100 and nominal confidence levels of90%, 

95%, and 99%. 
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3.4 Sample Size Calculations 

When it is known by the investigator that the number of observed successes is 

likely to be zero, the sample size can be calculated to insure that the upper bound of the 

confidence interval is no more than some maximally acceptable value. Therefore, we will 

also compare the 9 methods mentioned in Section 3.2 in terms of sample size 

requirements when the primary goal of the study is to find an accurate upper bound for 

the true binomial proportion and it is anticipated that no successes will be observed in the 

sample. We will determine the respective sample sizes required for achieving an upper 

bound of 1r. = .01, .05, and .1, with nominal confidence levels of90%, 95%, and 99%. 

Since the SAIFS method uses a critical value from the t-distribution, which is a function 

of the sample size, we will approximate the sample size by replacing tn-I.I-a in the 

formula with Z1_a • The Agresti-Coull method and the continuity-corrected Wilson 

interval do not have a closed form expression for the required sample size; therefore, we 

use graphical interpolation to estimate the sample size needed to achieve a pre-specified 

upper bound of 1r •• We will also provide sample size curves for these two methods to 

estimate the sample size needed to achieve an upper bound between .01 and .1 0. 



3.5 Sample Size Formula Derivations 

This section presents closed form expressions that can be used to calculate the 

sample size needed to achieve an upper bound no larger than "• with a 100(1-a)% 

nominal confidence level. 

3.5.1 Continuity-Corrected Wald Method 

3.5.2 Wilson Method 

( J
2 

1 "· 
2n = z!-a 

z2 
n + Z 2 = ___l::g_ !-a 

"· 
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3.5.3 Poisson Approximation Method 

3.5.4 Exact Method 

3.5.5 Mid-P Method 

-In( a) 
=nu 

n 

1 
n=--(ln(a)) 

;r. 

1 

1-a" =;r u 

1 
-In( a)= !n(1-;r.) 
n 

In( a) 
n 

!n(1-;r.) 

1 

1-(2aF =Jr., 

1 
-ln(2a) = ln(1-;r.) 
n 

n = ___,ln,.,..(2_a..!._)..,... 
ln(1-;r.) 
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3.5.6 Rule of3Method 

3 
n=-

7r" 

3.5. 7 SAIFS Method Using Normal Approximation 

( 1 +tn-1,1-a) 

n+1 

to solve for n we replace t._1,1_a by Z1_a 

n+1 

n 1 
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CHAPTER4 
Results 

In this chapter, we present the results of our comparisons of the various 

confidence interval procedures in terms of observed interval length, p-confidence, and 

sample size requirements. 

4.1 Observed Interval Length 

Figures 1 through 3 display the interval lengths for the 9 methods using values of 

n= 5(1)10(5)50(10)100 and confidence levels of90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively. In 

Figures 4 through 6 we present a closer look at the interval lengths in Figures 1 through 3 

by restricting the values ton= 5(1)10(5)20. These graphs show better differentiation 

among the curves when n < 20. From Figures 4 and 5, we can see that the Wilson and 

Mid-P intervals are the shortest intervals for a= .1 and .05, respectively. When 

a = .01 in Figure 6, the Rule of 3 intervals are the shortest for n > 7. 

Figures 7 through 9 present the ratios of interval lengths relative to the exact 

interval using n= 5(1)10(5)50(10)100 and confidence levels of90%, 95%, and 99%, 

respectively. We chose not to include the continuity-corrected Wald method in these 

figures. Its interval length relative to the exact method far exceeded that of any other 

method making the range of values on they-axis extremely large. Of the 9 methods 

27 
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evaluated, the Wilson and Mid-P confidence intervals consistently produced the shortest 

intervals for values of n between 5 and 100 in Figures 7 and 8. Relative to the length of 

the exact interval, the Wilson and Mid-P intervals were always shorter. For values of n > 

10 in Figures 8 and 9, the SAIFS intervals were also shorter than the exact intervals. In 

Figure 8, the Poisson approximation and the rule of three intervals performed almost 

identically and always produced interval lengths that were longer than the exact interval. 

The continuity-corrected Wilson interval was always longer than the exact interval but by 

no more than 35%, which occurs in figure 9. With the exception on the Wald interval, not 

shown in these figures, the Agresti-Coull and the continuity corrected Wald 

approximation methods produced the longest intervals for n > 15, as seen in Figures 7 

and 8. 

4.2 P-Confidence 

Recall that p-confidence measures how strongly the observed data rejects values 

of ;r not in the confidence interval (11 os and Hudson 2005). Therefore it is desired that p

confidence be near the 100(1-a)% confidence level because the associated p-values for 

values of ;r outside the interval should be no greater than a. Figures 10 through 12 give 

the range of p-confidence values for values of n= 5(1) 1 0(5)50(10) 100 and confidence 

coefficients of90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively. The "acceptability'' limits are indicated 

on the figures by a dotted, black, boldface line. 
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Figure 10 displays values of p-confidence for each of the nine methods at the 90% 

nomina! level. It can be seen that only the exact method, the continuity-corrected Wilson 

intervals, and the SAIFS intervals maintain p-confidence within the acceptable limits of 

85% and 95%. The Agresti-Coull intervals, the Ru1e of Three intervals, and the 

continuity-corrected Wald intervals, except when n < 8, all fall above 95% p-confidence, 

indicating that there are values of n: inside the interval that the corresponding hypothesis 

test would reject at values of a <.05. Finally, the mid-p and Wilson intervals, have p-

confidence exceedingly belowlOO% ( (1-a)- ~)for all values of n. 

Similar to the resu1ts in Figure 10, Figure II shows that the continuity-corrected 

Wilson intervals, the exact intervals, and the SAIFS intervals produce values of ;r that 

give p-confidence withini00%((1-a)± ~).In contrast, the continuity-corrected Wald 

intervals have values of p-confidence ranging from 97.5% to nearly I 00% for all values 

of n, indicating there are values of n: inside the interval that the corresponding hypothesis 

test rejects at a =.05. The Agresti-Cou1l intervals maintain p-confidence above 98% for 

values ofn > 10, also indicating that p-values associated with values of ;r in the 

confidence interval are .05 or smaller and shou1d be rejected by the corresponding 

hypothesis test. The exact intervals maintain a 95% p-confidence level for all values of 

n. The Poisson and Rule of Three intervals have high values of p-confidence for values 

of n < 8 but as n increases, the p-confidence falls between the "acceptability'' limits of 

92.5% and 97 .5%. The mid-p method maintains a p-confidence level of 90%, indicating 

that there are parameter values outside of the interval whose corresponding p-value is as 
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large as 0.1. Finally, the Wilson intervals reach an acceptable level ofp-confidence for n 

> 30. Otherwise, p-confidence can be as low as 88.5% indicating that there are values of 

1r outside the interval that the corresponding hypothesis test would fail to reject at an a -

level of.ll5. 

P-confidence for the 99% nominal level, shown in Figure 12, depicts that the 

exact intervals maintain p-confidence at 99% for all values of n. In contrast, the mid-p 

· intervals maintain p-confidence at 98%. The Agresti-Coull intervals maintain p

confidence within the 98.5% and 99.5% acceptability limits for all values of n. Except for 

small values of n, the SAIFS intervals and the Rule of Three intervals have p-confidence 

.below 98.5% and can be as low as 96.6% and 95.2%, respectively. For n < 20, the 

Poisson approximation method produces p-confidence as high as 99.9%, indicating the 

interval contains values of 1r that the corresponding hypothesis test would reject at a -

levels as small as .001. The continuity-corrected Wald intervals never cross below the 

upper acceptability limit, producing very large values of p-confidence. The continuity

corrected Wilson intervals only have acceptable values ofp-confidence for n < 9 but are 

otherwise greater than 99 .5%. In contrast, the Wilson intervals produce p-confidence less 

than 98.5% for n < 9 and acceptable values otherwise. 

4.3 Sample Size 

Table 2 gives the respective sample sizes needed to achieve an upper bound no 

larger than 1r. = .01, .05, and .1, with nominal confidence levels of90%, 95%, and 99%. 



Figures 13 and 14 give sample sizes curves for the Wilson continuity-corrected method 

and the Agresti-Coull method for values of n" between .01 and .I 0, respectively. 
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Table II. Approximate Sample Size Requirements for 90, 95, and 99 Percent Confidence Intervals Constructed by the Nine Methods 
When 1r .= .01, .05, and .1 

1lu 

.1 

.1 

.1 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.01 

.01 

.01 

a 

.1 

.05 

.01 

.1 

.05 

.01 

.1 

.05 

.01 

Wald_CC 

83 
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541 

1082 
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27060 

w 

15 

25 

49 

32 

52 
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23 

34 

58 

49 

69 
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39 

49 
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22 
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44 
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Mid-P Rule of3 SAIFS 

16 30 22 
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38 30 33 

32 @ ~ 

~ @ ~ 

n @ 66 
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CHAPTERS 
Discussion and Recommendations 

We evaluated nine methods for obtaining the upper bound of a one-sided 

confidence interval for a binomial parameter in the specific case where the number of 

successes is known to be zero. The methods assessed were recommended to perform 

well by other authors (Agresti and Coul11998; Blyth and Stil11983; Brown et al. 2001; 

Newcombe 1998; Oliver and May 2006; Vollset 1993). In this section we discuss each of 

the nine methods with respect to their length, p-confidence, and overall sample size 

requirements. Further, we give our recommendations on which methods have the best 

overall performance. 

5.1 Continuity-Corrected Wald Method 

In terms of interval length, this method consistently produced the longest 

intervals for values of n > 15 at 90%, 95%, and 99% nominal levels. When n = 5, the 

smallest sample size we considered, the ratio of its interval length to the length of the 

exact interval was 1.10, 1.15, and 1.22 for the 90%, 95%, and 99% nominal levels, 

respectively. When n > 25, for each nominal level, this method produced intervals at least 

twice as long as the exact method. Because this method produced very long intervals, its 

p-confidence measure was almost always above the 100% ( (1- a)+ ~) acceptability 
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limit. This indicates that there are values of 1r. within the interval that the corresponding 

hypothesis test would reject at a significance level equal to a .The only circumstance 
2 

'under which the method produced a p-confidence value within these limits was for the 

case when n < 8 at the 90% nominal level. The sample size needed to achieve an upper 

bound for 1r. between .01 and .1 0 was several orders of magnitude larger than for any of 

the other 8 methods. Therefore, we strongly recommend that the continuity-corrected 

Wald method not be used because it is overly conservative, resulting in poor performance 

with regards to interval length and p-confidence. 

5.2 Wilson and Continuity-Corrected Wilson Methods 

The continuity-corrected Wilson intervals were always longer than the exact 

intervals while the Wilson intervals were always shorter, except for the case where 

a= .01 and n :<: 15, as seen in Figure 9. In terms of the ratio of interval length to that of 

the exact interval, the continuity-corrected Wilson intervals were always between 1.03 

and 1.1, 1.04 and 1.2, and 1.01 and 1.34 for the 90%, 95%, and 99% levels, respectively. 

In contrast, the ratios produced by the Wilson interval were always between .67 and .71, 

.78 and .89, and .86 and 1.14 for the 90%, 95%, and 99% levels, respectively. Because 

the Wilson intervals were shorter than their continuity- corrected counterparts, they 

resulted in smaller values of p-confidence. The continuity- corrected Wilson intervals had 

better overall performance than the Wilson intervals. For the 90% and 95% nominal 

levels, the continuity-corrected method always had p-confidence within 



100%( (1-a)± ~).The uncorrected method consistently produced values ofp

confidence below 85% for the 90% nominal level, indicating that there are values of 
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"• outside the confidence interval for which the corresponding hypothesis test would 

reject at a -levels greater than 0.15. For the 95% and 99% nominal levels, p-confidence 

was as low as 88.5% and 97.4%, respectively. However, for n <: 30 for the 95% nominal 

level and n <: 9 for the 99% nominal level, a value of p-confidence within 

100%( (1-a)± ~) was achievable. For the 0.05 and O.llevels of significance, the 

continuity-corrected Wilson intervals outperformed the Wilson intervals and are an 

acceptable method to use. In the case of the .01 significance level, the Wilson intervals 

performed better than the continuity-corrected intervals as long as n <: 9. 

5.3 Agresti-Coull Method 

The performance of the Agresti-Coull intervals was very similar to the continuity

corrected Wald intervals. Like the Wald intervals, the Agresti-Coull intervals were much 

longer relative to the other intervals examined. When compared to the length of the exact 

intervals, the Agresti-Coull intervals were at best 1.08 times longer (n=7, a= .01) and at 

worst 1.62 times longer (n=1 00, a= .1 ). The large interval length resulted in large 

values of p-confidence, considerably above the desired nominal level. P-confidence could 

be as high as 97.7, 98.6, and 99.5 for confidence coefficients of .90, .95, and .99, 

respectively. We recommend that the Agresti-Coull method not be used for 90% and 95% 

confidence intervals because the intervals produced by this method fail to maintain an 



acceptable level ofp-confidence. For 99% confidence intervals, the Agresti-Coull 

intervals maintained p-confidence between 98.5% and 99.5%. In this case, the Agresti

Coull method of adding two successes and two failures to the sample is an acceptable 

method for estimating 1r. 

5.4 Poisson Approximation Method 
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For moderately small samples (n < 6 for 90%, n < 9 for 95%, and n < 20 for 

99%), the Poisson approximation intervals did not have desirable properties. Their 

observed interval lengths were much longer than for the exact method, which resulted in 

p-confidence above the desired nominal level. For the 95% confidence coefficient, the 

Poisson approximation produced p-confidence as high as 98. 4%. Because of this, there 

may be some values of ;r" within the interval that the corresponding hypothesis would 

reject and their corresponding p-values could be as low as 0.016. As n increases, the 

Poisson approximation produced intervals that have similar properties to those produced 

by the exact method. They had moderate length relative to the other methods. ?-

confidence was always within! 00% ( (1-a)± ~) and the sample size requirements were 

comparable to other methods. Overall the Poisson approximation performed well 

according to the criteria we considered and can be used for any of the three confidence 

coefficients as iong as the sample size is greater than I 5. 
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5.5 Exact Method 

Despite criticism that the exact method produces intervals that are too 

conservative, in terms of p-confidence, this method performed quite well. The exact 

intervals always maintained p-confidence equal to the nominal level for any value of n. 

The exact method's observed interval length always fell in the middle as compared to the 

eight other methods; it was never the longest nor the shortest interval. The sample size 

requirements needed to achieve values of ;r. between .01 and .10 were comparable to the 

other methods examined. The exact intervals can be used for any nominal level and any 

sample size and will guarantee p-confidence equal to the nominal level. Calculations of 

the exact upper limit ;r. = ( 1-a!;), and the sample size formula n 

to perform. This is the method we recommend for general use. 

5.6 Mid-P Method 

In( a) , are easy 
ln(l-;r.) 

Like the exact method, the mid-p method maintained the same value of p-

confidence for any value ofn. However, the mid-p always produced intervals that had p-

confidence lower than the nominal level, and in all cases (90%, 95%, and 99%) this level 

was exceedingly belowl00%((1-a)- ~). P-confidence was 80%,90%, and 98% for 

the 90%, 95%, and 99% nominal levels, respectively. The poor performance in 

terms ofp-confidence was due to the fact that the mid-p method produced intervals that 

we much too short; therefore, we do not recommend its use. 
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5.7 Rule of3 Method 

For the 95% nominal level, the Rule of 3 intervals performed identically to the 

Poisson approximation intervals. For n > 8, this method performed well in terms of 

observed interval length and p-confidence. For the 90% nominal level, the Rule of 3 

intervals were much longer when compared to the exact. This resulted in p-confidence as 

high as 99% for this nominal level and always above the 100% ( (1-a)+ ~) 

acceptability limit. In contrast, for the 99% nominal level, the Rule of 3 intervals were 

shorter than the exact intervals. For values of n > 6, p-confidence fell 

belowl00%((1-a)- ~). The Rule of3 method was designed to estimate the upper 

bound of a 95% confidence interval and hence that is why it did not perform well when 

n :<;; 8 and when the confidence coefficient was .90 or .99. 

5.8 SAIFS Method 

The final confidence interval estimation method we considered was the SAIFS 

method. The SAIFS intervals performed poorly for the 99% nominal level and should not 

be used because their small observed interval length resulted in p-confidence below 

98.5% , i.e., 100% ( (1-a)- ~) , for n > 10. In contrast, the SAIFS intervals performed 

well for the 90% nominal level and maintained p-confidence between 85% and 95% for 

all values of n between 5 and 1 00. At this level, as n increased, the SAIFS intervals 

produced values of "• almost identical to the exact intervals. For the 95% nominal level, 
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the SAIFS method maintained p-confidence between 92.5% and 97.5%. For small values 

of n (n < 1 0) the intervals were longer than the exact intervals. However, for larger values 

of n (n > 1 0) the intervals were shorter than the exact intervals. The SAIFS is an 

acceptable method of confidence interval estimation for confidence coefficients of .90 

and .95. 

5.9 Summary 

We evaluated 9 methods of confidence interval estimation with onr primary goal 

to obtain an upper bound of a one-sided confidence interval for a binomial parameter 

where zero successes were observed in a sample of size n. All of these methods, except 

for the exact method, failed to maintain a p-confidence level near their pre-specified 

nominal level. If it is necessary to choose an approximate method, the Wilson, continuity

corrected Wilson, Agresti-Coull, Poisson, Rule of 3, and SAIFS methods are acceptable 

for various combinations of sample size and significance level. However, none of these 

methods successfully met onr evaluation criteria for all values ofn= 5(1)10(5)50(10)100 

and nominal confidence levels of90%, 95%, and 99%. The continuity-corrected Wald 

should not be used because it produces unnecessarily long intervals and requires 

unreasonably large sample sizes. Although the mid-p interval has been recommended for 

general use when finding a confidence interval for a binomial proportion (Agresti 2007; 

Newcombe 1998), in the case where zero successes are observed, it should not be used. 

The mid-p method produced intervals that are very short and as a result, excluded values 

of "• that should be included in the confidence interval. Overall, we recommend using 



the exact method. As compared to the other methods it is moderate in length, always 

produces p-confidence equal to its pre-specified nominal confidence level, and requires 

sample sizes that are comparable to other methods. 
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